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Abstract We calculate the corrections to the Higgs mass
in general theories restricted to the case of massless gauge
bosons (the gaugeless limit). We present analytic expres-
sions for the two-loop tadpole diagrams, and correspond-
ing expressions for the zero-momentum limit of the Higgs
self-energies, equivalent to the second derivative of the two-
loop effective potential. We describe the implementation in
SARAH, which allows for an efficient, accurate and rapid
evaluation for generic theories. In the appendix, we provide
the expressions for the tadpole diagrams in the case of mas-
sive gauge bosons.
1 Introduction
With the discovery of the Higgs boson in the range of 125–
126 GeV the standard model (SM) has been completed [1,2].
The uncertainty in the Higgs mass measurement has contin-
uously decreased and is well below 0.5 GeV today [3]. This
small uncertainty is currently much better than the theoret-
ical prediction in any scenario beyond the standard model
(BSM). Therefore, more precise calculations are necessary
to better confront BSM models with the Higgs mass mea-
surement. This has two motivations of particular weight: (1)
In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) and
many extensions thereof, radiative corrections are required
to be at least as significant as the tree-level contribution, so
higher-order corrections are especially important. (2) In the
Standard Model and non-supersymmetric extensions thereof
a precise calculation is required to extract the parameters of
the model, which when run to high energies gives information
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as regards the stability or lifetime of the potential—which
may point the way to new physics if, as currently seems to
be the case, the potential is metastable. Beyond these moti-
vations, for a generic model of new physics with boundary
conditions fixed from the top down (such as supersymmetric
models) it is important to know what regions of parame-
ter space are allowed, compatible with the measured Higgs
mass. For example, a one-loop calculation may naively lead
to excluding certain constrained scenarios, whereas with a
two-loop calculation the Higgs mass may be large enough;
this is related to the difficulty in estimating the error in the
Higgs mass calculation, since at two-loop order there are
new contributions from particles that have no direct cou-
plings to the Higgs, and a simple variation of the renor-
malisation scale as an estimate of the error is not suffi-
cient.
In general, there are three approaches to tackle the prob-
lem of finding the Higgs mass precisely: (i) effective poten-
tial calculations, (ii) diagrammatic calculations, (iii) renor-
malisation group equation methods. We shall concentrate
in the following on the first two options. Calculations from
the effective potential suffer from a larger uncertainty com-
pared to diagrammatic calculations because of the missing
momentum contributions. However, these are only really
pronounced at one-loop level, and it is already possible to
calculate the full one-loop Higgs mass including momen-
tum dependence for generic models using SARAH [4–8] to
produce SPheno [9,10] output or SOFTSUSY [11] output
via FlexibleSUSY [12]; explicit results have been known
for some time for specific models such as the MSSM with
real parameters [13–16] and complex parameters [17–19],
and for the NMSSM with real parameters [20–22] and com-
plex parameters [23]. At two loops the momentum effects
are expected to be small: according to recent calculations
for specific models they are comparable to the experimental
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uncertainty [24–26] and since the momentum-dependent cor-
rections due to new physics scale at best as m2H/M
2
New Physics
relative to the effective potential contribution, we expect
this to be a general result. Hence effective potential calcu-
lations, with their concomitant great simplification over the
diagrammatic approach, should be useful at two-loop order
and beyond (even if the inclusion of the momentum depen-
dence will ultimately be necessary to reach the experimental
accuracy).
In general even a two-loop calculation of the domi-
nant contributions at zero external momentum is avail-
able for just two supersymmetric models: the MSSM [27–
43] and partially for the next-to-minimal supersymmet-
ric standard model (NMSSM) with real [20] and com-
plex [44] parameters. There continues to be much work in
this direction and there are now some calculations of the
strong (i.e. proportional to αs) momentum-dependent con-
tributions for the MSSM [24–26]. These results have var-
iously been made available to the community in model-
specific public codes: FeynHiggs [45], SoftSUSY [11],
SuSpect [46] and SPheno [9,10] for the MSSM and
NMSPEC [47], Next-to-Minimal SOFTSUSY [48,49],
and NMSSMCALC [50] for the NMSSM. There are also some
three-loop results, in the Standard Model [51,52] and the
MSSM [53,54] with the code H3m based on [54].
The state of the art in these calculations is, however,
somewhat suprising given that the complete generic expres-
sions for the two-loop effective potential, valid for a gen-
eral renormalisable quantum field theory, have been available
for more than ten years by the work of Martin [55]. These
were applied to a complete two-loop calculation of the light
Higgs mass in the MSSM in the effective potential approach
in Ref. [39]. Furthermore, generic results for the diagram-
matic calculation including the momentum dependence up
to leading order in gauge couplings have been available
in the literature for almost as long [56–58]. Unfortunately
the results of Ref. [39] suffered from the so-called “Gold-
stone boson catastrophe” (recently re-explored in [59,60])
due to the presence of tachyons in the tree-level spectrum
so were numerically unstable. Perhaps due to this no public
code was made available to exploit these prior to Ref. [61]
where an implementation inSARAH/SPhenowas presented.
Currently, the only generic two-loop results relevant for the
Higgs mass calculation still not present in the literature
are the all-electroweak loops and the corrections to the Z -
boson mass relevant for determining the electroweak expec-
tation value. These will be the subject of future work. Here
we shall instead continue the process started in Ref. [61]
of making the pioneering generic results of Martin avail-
able in a public code—which entails performing some new
calculations.
As we stated above, calculating the two-loop corrections
to the Higgs mass in the effective potential approach is
expected to be a good approximation. However, there is
more than one way to actually perform even this calcula-
tion: either we can calculate the potential and numerically
take the derivatives, as done in Refs. [38,61], or we can
perform the calculation diagrammatically and set the exter-
nal momentum to zero. In this work we shall exploit this
equivalence: we shall analytically take the derivatives of the
effective potential, producing expressions equivalent to the
diagrammatic calculation and having the same structure, but
with much simpler loop functions. The advantages of this
over the first method are that the results are numerically sta-
ble;1 it is in principle a faster computation for more compli-
cated models where the numerical method must make sev-
eral passes to ensure stability; and it can later be extended
to a full diagrammatic calculation by simply changing the
loop functions—but at zero momentum the loop functions
are much simpler and therefore significantly faster to eval-
uate. We shall therefore compute the analytic expressions
for the first and second derivatives of the two-loop effective
potential and implement them in SARAH. As in Refs. [61,62]
we shall ignore broken gauge groups and adopt the same
ansätze regarding the contribution of the electroweak gauge
couplings to the tree-level Higgs mass matrix; the reasons
for restricting to the so-called “gaugeless limit” are: (a)
partial circumvention of the Goldstone boson catastrophe
(complete evasion in the case of the MSSM or any the-
ory where the electroweak gauge couplings entirely deter-
mine the Higgs quartic potential); (b) significant simplifica-
tion in the expressions and therefore speed in calculation;
(c) the electroweak contributions are expected to be small,
of the same magnitude as the momentum-dependent con-
tributions. On the other hand, in the appendix we provide
just the tadpole contributions in the case of broken gauge
groups, and we will return to the full expressions in future
work.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we explain
our procedure to take the derivatives of the effective poten-
tial to extract the two-loop tadpole functions for a general
theory with massless gauge bosons in a form convenient for
automation. In Sect. 2.3 we summarise our results for the
tadpole diagrams; we present the full set of second deriva-
tives in Appendix B. The implementation of these results in
SARAH, including some technical details of the translation of
the generic results into an algorithm, is explained in Sect. 3
before we conclude in Sect. 4. Impatient readers interested in
using our implementation of the results might want to jump
directly to Sect. 3.2.
1 That is, not subject to potential errors from ill-judged step sizes in the
numerical derivation or from parameters being too small.
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2 Derivatives of the effective potential with massless
vectors
In this section we derive the expressions for the two-loop tad-
poles in a general quantum field theory with massless gauge
bosons in Landau gauge. To do this, we analytically take the
derivatives of the expressions in [55]. Writing the couplings
in the notation of that paper, the theory is defined by real
scalars φi , Weyl fermions ψI and massless gauge bosons Aaμ
where the gauge covariant derivative for the fermions and
scalars are
DμψI ≡ ∂μψI + igAaμ(T a)JI ψJ ,
Dμφi ≡ ∂μφi + igAaμθai jφ j . (2.1)
The structure constants θai j are imaginary antisymmetric
matrices that obey the gauge algebra but, since we are writing
in terms of real bosonic fields, for complex representations
they will have twice the dimension of the equivalent gen-
erators T a (so e.g. a U (1) generator is two-dimensional).
We define as usual tr(θaθa) = ∑i d(i)C(i) where d(i) is
the dimension of the representation of field i and C(i) the
quadratic Casimir, and similarly for T a .
The Lagrangian is then composed of the normal kinetic
terms of the scalars and fermions using the above covariant
derivatives supplemented by purely scalar and scalar-fermion
interactions
LS = −1
6
λi jkφiφ jφk − 1
24
λi jklφiφ jφkφl ,
LSF = −1
2
y I JkψIψJφk + c.c. (2.2)
y is in general a dimensionless complex tensor with y I Jk =
y J I k , while λi jk, λi jkl are real, symmetric tensors.
SS FFV FFS FFS
FFV SSS SSV
Fig. 1 Two-loop diagrams contributing to the effective potential in the
gaugeless limit
2.1 Effective potential
We can simplify the expression for the effective potential in
the Landau gauge given in Ref. [55] for our case; with all
gauge groups unbroken some diagrams do not contribute.
The non-vanishing diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.
The contribution of each diagram to the effective potential
is given by
V (2)SSS =
1
12
(λi jk)2 fSSS(m
2
i ,m
2
j ,m
2
k) (2.3)
V (2)SS =
1
8
λi i j j fSS(m
2
i ,m
2
j ), (2.4)
V (2)FFS =
1
2
|y I Jk |2 fFFS(m2I ,m2J ,m2k), (2.5)
V (2)
FFS
= 1
4
y I Jk y I
′ J ′k M∗I I ′ M
∗
J J ′ fFFS(m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
k) + c.c.,
(2.6)
V (2)SSV =
g2
4
d(i)C(i) fSSV (m
2
i ,m
2
i , 0) (2.7)
V (2)FFV =
g2
2
d(I )C(I ) fFFV (m
2
I ,m
2
I , 0), (2.8)
V (2)
FFV
= −g
2
2
d(I )C(I )m2I fFFV (m
2
I ,m
2
I , 0) (2.9)
Here, y and λ are the trilinear and quartic couplings of
Eq. (2.2), g is a gauge coupling, and M are fermion masses.
The loop functions, given in terms of standard basis func-
tions given in Appendix A, are the same for MS and DR
′
in
the case of
fSSS = −I (x, y, z),
fSS = J (x, y),
fFFS = J (x, y)−J (x, z)−J (y, z) + (x + y−z)I (x, y, z),
fFFS = 2I (x, y, z),
fSSV = (x + y)2 + 3(x + y)I (x, y, 0) + 3J (x, y),
− 2x J (x) − 2y J (y) (2.10)
but differ for those with vectors and fermions:
MS DR
′
fFFV 0 −(x + y)2+2x J (x)+2y J (y)
fFFV 6I (x, y, 0)+2(x + y)−4J (x)−4J (y) 6I (x, y, 0)
(2.11)
All of these functions are symmetric on the substitution of
their first two indices, but may not be so with the third. In
fact, we can then combine the vector-fermion diagrams to
give
V (2)FFV + V (2)FFV ≡
g2
2
d(I )C(I )FFV (m
2
I ) (2.12)
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where
FFV (x) ≡ −4x2 + 4x J (x) − 6x I (x, x, 0) + δMS4x J (x)
(2.13)
where δMS is zero for DR
′
and one for MS.
2.2 Derivatives of the potential
Here we shall analytically take the derivatives of the poten-
tial. In a generic model, we may want the derivatives of the
Higgs potential in terms of some unrotated fields, i.e. in a
basis where the mass matrix is not diagonal; let us say that
we start with such a case. We write the tree-level potential in
terms of some expectation values vˆi and the associated real
fluctuations S0i as
V scalar tree = V0(vˆi ) + 1
2
mˆ2i j S
0
i S
0
j +
1
6
λˆ
i jk
0 S
0
i S
0
j S
0
k
+ 1
24
λˆ
i jkl
0 S
0
i S
0
j S
0
k S
0
l . (2.14)
Then there is a tree-level rotation
S0i = R0i j S j (2.15)
to diagonalise the mass matrix; we then obtain
V scalar tree = V0 + 1
2
m2i Si Si +
1
6
λi jk Si S j Sk
+ 1
24
λi jkl Si S j Sk Sl . (2.16)
We can write φi = vi + Si and work with the couplings
of Eq. (2.2). We then need the quantities which enter in the
effective potential calculation, which are masses and cou-
plings depending on {Si }.
In general, we have
m2i j (S) =
∂2
∂Si∂S j
V
= m2i δi j + λi jk Sk +
1
2
λi jkl Sk Sl ,
λi jk(S) = ∂
3
∂Si∂S j∂Sk
V
= λi jk + λi jkl Sl
λi jkl(S) = λi jkl (2.17)
with the shorthand notation S ≡ {Si }. Hence we can write
∂
∂Sr
λi jkl(S) = 0,
∂
∂Sr
λi jk(S) = λi jkr (S),
∂
∂Sr
m2i j (S) = λi jr + λi jkr Sk . (2.18)
Similarly for the fermions we have
m2I δ
I
J = MI I
′
M∗J I ′
→ ∂
∂Sr
M I I
′
M∗J I ′ = y I I
′r M∗J I ′ + MI I
′
yJ I ′r ,
∂
∂Sr
y I Js = 0. (2.19)
However, for the purposes of the effective potential, we
then require a further diagonalisation for m2i j (S): we put
Si = Ri j (S) S′j . (2.20)
We name the couplings in this basis as m˜i (S), λ˜
i jk
S (S), λ˜
i jkl
(S). We then express the effective potential by inserting the
couplings and masses in the basis {S′i } into the formulae of
Eqs. (2.3)–(2.9). However, to take the derivatives we rewrite
the expressions in terms of the basis {Si }, and use the trick
(with m2 ≡ (m2i j ))
∂
∂Sr
(
1
q2 + m2
)
i j
= −
(
1
q2 + m2
)
ik
∂m2kk′
∂Sr
(
1
q2 + m2
)
k′ j
.
(2.21)
For similar expressions we write by abuse of notation (using
C ≡ 16π2μ2
(2π)−d [57])
J(m2ik,m
2
jl)≡C2
∫
ddqddk
(
1
q2 + m2
)
ik
(
1
k2 + m2
)
jl
.
(2.22)
For fermion propagators we can write
MI I ′
q2 + m2I
→ MI J 1
q2+M J K MK I ′ =
1
q2 + MI J M J K MK I ′ .
(2.23)
Let us demonstrate our method on a brief example:
∂
∂S0p
1
8
λ˜i i j j fSS(m˜
2
i , m˜
2
j ) = R0rp
∂
∂Sr
1
8
λ˜i i j j fSS(m˜
2
i , m˜
2
j )
= R0rp
∂
∂Sr
1
8
λik jl fSS(m
2
ik,m
2
jl)
= R0rp
1
4
λik jl(S) f (1,0)SS
× (m2im,m2nk;m2jl)
∂
∂Sr
(m2mn)
= R0rp
1
4
λik jl(S) f (1,0)SS
× (m2im,m2nk;m2jl)λmnr (S)
−→
S→0 R
0
rp
1
4
λik j jλikr f (1,0)SS (m
2
i ,m
2
k;m2j ). (2.24)
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Recall that fSS(x, y) ≡ J (x, y) where J is the finite loop
function and J(x) = J (x) − x


; see Eq. (A.3). Here we have
defined
f (1,0)SS (x, y; z) ≡ −C2
∫
ddkddq
1
k2 + x
1
k2 + y
1
q2 + z
+ C


(
J(z) − Cz
∫
ddk
1
k2 + x
1
k2 + y
)
+ z

2
= −C2
(∫
ddk
1
k2 + x
1
k2 + y
)
×
(∫
ddq
1
q2 + z +
z


)
+ C


J(z) + z

2
= 1
x − y (J(x) − J(y))J (z) +
1


J (z)
= 1
x − y (J (x) − J (y))J (z)
= −B0(x, y)J (z). (2.25)
Note that the R0ra are not functions of Si and so do not present
complications if we want to take further derivatives.
We can similarly take the derivatives of all the remaining
loop functions; these are derived from the basis
∂
∂Sr
J (m2i ,m
2
j ) → −B0(m2i ,m2k)J (m2j )
∂m2ik
∂Sr
− J (m2i )B0(m2j ,m2k)
∂m2jk
∂Sr
,
∂
∂Sr
B0(m
2
i ,m
2
j ) → −C0(m2i ,m2k,m2j )
(
∂m2ik
∂Sr
+ ∂m
2
jk
∂Sr
)
,
∂
∂Sr
I (m2i ,m
2
j ,m
2
k) → −U0(m2i ,m2l ,m2j ,m2k)
∂m2il
∂Sr
− U0(m2j ,m2l ,m2i ,m2k)
∂m2jl
∂Sr
− U0(m2k,m2l ,m2i ,m2j )
∂m2kl
∂Sr
(2.26)
and
∂
∂Sr
m2i I (m
2
i ,m
2
j ,m
2
k) →
∂m2il
∂Sr
I (m2l ,m
2
j ,m
2
k)
− m2i
∂m2il
∂Sr
U0(m
2
l ,m
2
i ,m
2
j ,m
2
k)
− ∂m
2
jl
∂Sr
m2i U0(m
2
l ,m
2
j ,m
2
k,m
2
i )
− ∂m
2
kl
∂Sr
m2i U0(m
2
l ,m
2
k,m
2
i ,m
2
j ).
(2.27)
The derivative of a typical term in the effective potential
will have the form
∂
∂Sr
Ai jk Ai jk fα(xi , y j , zk)=2 fα(xi , y j , zk)Ai jk ∂
∂Sr
(Ai jk)
+
{
Ai jk Ai
′ jk ∂m
2
i i ′
∂Sr
f (1,0,0)α × (xi , xi ′ ; y j , zk)+(x ↔ y)
+(x ↔ z)
}
, (2.28)
where, generalising the above, it is straightforward to show
that for a generic function appearing in the effective poten-
tial fα composed of polynomials (even containing monomi-
als with negative exponents) multiplying the loop functions
above, we can write
f (1,0,0)α (x, u; y, z) ≡
fα(x, y, z) − fα(u, y, z)
x − u (2.29)
and similarly for permutation of the indices. On the other
hand, this explicit expression is often inconvenient in prac-
tice due to the need to carefully take the smooth limit when
x = u; it is instead more practical to rewrite the right-hand
side in terms of our basis of loop functions multiplied by
suitable polynomials. In the following we present explicit
expressions for the first derivatives (and, in the appendix, the
second derivatives), which have been appropriately simpli-
fied to remove the apparent singularities.
2.3 First derivatives
Here we gather the set of two-loop tadpole diagrams. There
are only three topologies, two of which only apply to the
all-scalar case. All generic possible diagrams are given in
Fig. 2. Here we present our results for the first derivatives
in the basis {Si }, so without the rotation matrices R; the full
tadpole in the original basis is then given by
∂V (2)
∂S0p
= R0rp[TS + TSSFF + TFFFS + TSV + TFV ] (2.30)
with the tadpoles on the right-hand side to be defined below.
2.3.1 All scalars
We start with the purely scalar diagrams which are in the first
row of Fig. 2. The entire contribution is given by
TS = TSS + TSSS + TSSSS (2.31)
with
TSS = 1
4
λik j jλikr f (1,0)SS (m
2
i ,m
2
k;m2j ), (2.32)
TSSS = 1
6
λri jkλi jk fSSS(m
2
i ,m
2
j ,m
2
k), (2.33)
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TSS TSSS TSSSS
TFFFS TSSFF
TFV TSV
Fig. 2 Tadpole diagrams at the two-loop level which do not vanish in
the gaugeless limit
TSSSS = 1
4
λrii
′
λi jkλi
′ jk f (1,0,0)SSS (m
2
i ,m
2
i ′ ;m2j ,m2k). (2.34)
The new loop functions are defined as
f (1,0)SS (x, y; z) ≡ −B0(x, y)J (z),
f (1,0,0)SSS (x, y; u, v) ≡ U0(x, y, u, v). (2.35)
Note that f (1,0)SS corresponds to XSSS , fSSS corresponds to
SSSS , and f
(1,0,0)
SSS to WSSSS of Ref. [56] in the limit of zero
external momentum.
2.3.2 Scalars and fermions
We have, first, the diagrams with two scalar propagators:
TSSFF = 1
2
y I Jk yI Jl f
0,0,1
FFS (m
2
I ,m
2
J ;m2k,m2l )λklr
−
[
1
2
y I Jk y I
′ J ′k M∗I I ′ M
∗
J J ′λ
klr
× U0(m2l ,m2k,m2I ,m2J ) + c.c.
]
. (2.36)
Then we turn to one scalar and three fermion propagators:
TFFFS = 2Re
[
y I Jr yI Km y
K Lm M∗J L
]
× TFFFS(m2I ,m2J ,m2K ,m2m)
+ 2Re[yI Jr y I Km y J Lm M∗K L
]
× TFFFS(m2I ,m2J ,m2K ,m2m)
− 2Re[y I Jr yK Lm yMNm M∗I K M∗J M M∗LN
]
× TFFFS(m2I ,m2J ,m2L ,m2m). (2.37)
Here we have defined
f 1,0,0FFS (m
2
I ′,m
2
I ,m
2
J ;m2k) ≡ −B0(m2I ′ ,m2I )J (m2J )
+ B0(m2I ′,m2I )J (m2k)+ I (m2I ′ ,m2J ,m2k)−(m2I +m2J−m2k)
× U0(m2I ′ ,m2I ,m2J ,m2k),
f 0,0,1FFS (m
2
I ,m
2
J ;m2k,m2l ) ≡ B0(m2l ,m2k)J (m2I )
+ B0(m2l ,m2k)J (m2J )−I (m2I ,m2J ,m2l )−(m2I +m2J−m2k)
× U0(m2l ,m2k,m2I ,m2J ),
TFFFS(m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
L ,m
2
m) ≡ U0(m2I ,m2J ,m2L ,m2m),
TFFFS(m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
K ,m
2
m) ≡ f 1,0,0FFS (m2I ,m2J ,m2K ;m2m),
TFFFS(m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
K ,m
2
m) ≡ I (m2I ,m2K ,m2m)
− m2IU0(m2I ,m2J ,m2K ,m2m). (2.38)
2.3.3 Diagrams with vectors
Finally, the two generic diagrams involving vectors are given
by
TSV = g
2
2
d(i)C(i)λi ir
(
3I (0,m2i ,m
2
i ) − J (m2i ) + 2m2i
)
= g
2
2
d(i)C(i)λi irm2i
× [ − 12 + 11 log m2i /Q2 − 3 log2 m2i /Q2)
]
,
(2.39)
TFV = g2d(I )C(I )Re(MI I ′ y I I ′r )4
( − 3I (0,m2I ,m2I )
+ 5J (m2I ) − 4m2I + δMS
[
2J (m2I ) + m2I
])
= g2d(I )C(I )Re(MI I ′ y I I ′r )4m2I
[
6 − 7 log m2I /Q2
+ 3 log2 m2I /Q2 + δMS
[
2 log m2I /Q
2 − 1]]. (2.40)
2.4 Second derivatives
To find the second derivatives of the potential we can apply
the same technique. However, in principle, we can simply
use the results of [56], which computed (diagrammatically)
the two-loop scalar self-energies at leading order in gauge
couplings. Since we want the self-energies for neutral scalars,
this comprises all of the contributions, and if we want the
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SSSS MSSSSS ZSSSS USSSS
YSSSS WSSSS XSSS VSSSSS
Fig. 3 Two-loop self-energy diagrams involving only scalars
results in the effective potential approach we can simply set
the external momenta to zero (and, for this work, the masses
of the gauge bosons to zero). In fact, for the majority of the
diagrams, these yield the same result. However, in a few cases
we find that by taking the derivatives of the potential we find
simpler results (which are of course entirely equivalent). The
full result is given by
∂V (2)
∂S0p∂S
0
q
= R0i p R0jqi j (0)
≡ R0i p R0jq
[
Si j + SF(W )i j + SF4(M)i j + S2 F3(M)i j
+ S3F2(V )i j + SF4(V )i j + SVi j + FVi j
]
(2.41)
where the superscripts correspond to the numbers of scalars,
fermions and vectors with types of topology listed for dia-
grams (M) and (V ). We give the complete set of relevant
expressions in Appendix B; the corresponding diagrams are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The expressions for SF4(V )i j ,
SV
i j
and FVi j exhibit particular simplifications in our approach.
3 Implementation in SARAH
We have implemented the new routines inSARAH. By includ-
ing the first and second derivatives of the effective poten-
tial using the analytic expressions here, rather than numer-
ically taking the derivatives of the couplings and masses
as performed in the previous version [61], we can guaran-
tee greater numerical stability, accuracy and speed improve-
ments. Moreover, this approach allows for a straightforward
upgrade to the pole mass calculation by simply changing the
loop functions called to those defined in Ref. [56] based on
loop functions implemented in TSIL [63], which will be
made possible in a future version.
MFFFFS MSFSFF MFFFFV
VFFFFS VSSSFF WSSFF
MSSSSV WSSSV VSSSSV
Fig. 4 Remaining two-loop self-energy diagrams which do not vanish
in the gaugeless limit
3.1 Method
For any given supersymmetric,2 model $MODEL once the
user has specified the particle content and their symme-
tries, SARAH calculates all of the vertices and masses.
It then writes a Fortran code (placed in the sugges-
tively named 2LPole_$MODEL.f90) which implements
our expressions, linking to a static Fortran code (named
2LPoleFunctions.f90) of the basis functions for the
2 A two-loop Higgs mass calculation in non-SUSY models will become
available in future releases.
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generic first and second derivatives of the effective poten-
tial defined in Sect. 2 and the appendix. These two pieces of
Fortran code are called bySPheno during the calculation
of the loop corrections to the Higgs mass. Here we shall give a
few details of how SARAH writes 2LPole_$MODEL.f90.
The overall algorithm is to:
1. Generate masses and couplings for all relevant particles
in the gaugeless limit.
2. Populate and classify all tadpole topologies according to
particle content.
3. For each tadpole topology, pass the set of diagrams along
with information specifying the symmetries to a generic
writer function.
4. Rotate the total tadpole vector by the Higgs rotation
matrix to the non-diagonal basis, cf. Eq. (2.30).
5. Populate and classify all second derivative topologies
according to particle content.
6. For each mass topology, pass the set of diagrams along
with information specifying the symmetries to a generic
writer function.
7. Rotate the mass matrix to the non-diagonal basis (as with
the tadpoles).
The writer function is actually identical for tadpoles and mass
diagrams with a switch to adjust the number of Higgses. It
cycles through the list of diagrams and applies the following
process for each:
(a) Determine symmetry factor of diagram due to permuta-
tions.
(b) Determine the colour factor; for diagrams with a gluon
propagator this is simply d(I )C(I ) whereas otherwise
we must trace over colour indices of the vertices. In
principle, for four-point vertices there can be two colour
structures for the vertex which superficially leads to
more than one colour factor for such diagrams. How-
ever, as we can simply see by inspecting the expres-
sions in the appendix, or by considering that the colour
factors have to be inherited from a corresponding vac-
uum diagram (since differentiating with respect to neu-
tral Higgs fields cannot introduce any additional colour
factor), for diagrams with a four-point vertex consisting
of four coloured fields the colour factor is given by a trace
over the indices in pairs. Hence such four-point vertices
are saved with the colour factor of the pairs of indices
traced over. To be more explicit, such vertices can only
contribute if they come from differentiating V (2)SS which
contains the coupling λi i j j . We then must simply take
care that the indices of the vertices correspond correctly
to the indices that are traced over.
(c) Write a nested set of loops to sum the diagram over
the generations of all particles and, for the inner loop,
the external Higgs legs, since the most computationally
demanding aspect is evaluating the loop functions and
this can be evaluated before calling the Higgs loop—
indeed, we also check that the coupling multiplying it is
non-zero first too.
There are subtleties in translating our results into a form
usable by SARAH, both stemming from the fact that in
the SPheno code the couplings are stored in terms of
either real or complex scalars, and four-component spinor
fermions, while, since our results are based on those of
Refs. [55,56] and for economy we use real scalars and two-
component fermions. The translation between the two bases
as required by SARAH and SPheno is largely as described in
Ref. [61]; however, here we have the additional complication
for fermions of translating chains of couplings and masses
such as
C1 = Re(y I Jr yK Lm yMNm M∗I K M∗J M M∗LN ).
In SARAH, the interactions of Weyl spinors ψ are derived
from the corresponding Dirac spinor interactions  as
Vertex = i δL
δφrδ¯I δJ
= i
(
δL
δφrδψ
R
I δψ
L
J
PL + δL
δφrδψ
L∗
I δψ
R∗
J
PR
)
≡ i(cL PL + cR PR), (3.1)
with ψYX = PY X (Y = L , R; X = I, J ) and polarisation
operators PL , PR ; and so cL ,R ↔ −y I Jr , c∗L ,R ↔ −yI Jr .
When we have complex scalars , we should write
L ⊃ m( I (cL(I, J,m)PL + cR(I, J,m)PR)J
+ m( I (cL(I, J,m)PL + cR(I, J,m)PR)J
= m( I (cL(I, J,m)PL + cR(I, J,m)PR)J
+ m( J (c∗R(I, J,m)PL + c∗L(I, J,m)PR)J , (3.2)
and so cL(I, J,m) = c∗R(J, I,m). For a given topology,
SARAH populates the diagrams using Dirac propagators (i.e.
links fermions with its conjugate) and so for the coupling C1
above we will find sets of particles
{ I , J , φr }, {N , I , φm}, { J , N , φm}. (3.3)
Suppose each of the fermions is a Dirac spinor with Weyl
spinors ψ IL ,R etc., then to construct the coupling C above
we must sum over the left- and right-handed Weyl fermions
(which have opposite representations of all gauge groups)
and thus (noting that SPheno always internally stores the
fermion masses as real positive definite)
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C1 = Re
[
yψ
I
L ,ψ
J
R ,r yψ
N
L ,ψ
I
R ,m yψ
J
L ,ψ
N
R ,m
+ yψ IR ,ψ JL ,r yψNR ,ψ IL ,m yψ JR ,ψNL ,m]MI MJ ML
= −Re[c∗R(I, J, r)c∗R(N , I,m)c∗R(J, N ,m)
+ cL(I, J, r)cL(N , I,m)cL(J, N ,m)
]
MI MJ MN
= −Re[cR(I, J, r)cR(N , I,m)cR(J, N ,m)
+ cL(I, J, r)cL(N , I,m)cL(J, N ,m)
]
MI MJ ML .
(3.4)
On the other hand, if the fermions are all Majorana then
ψ IL = ψ IR and we therefore only have half of this sum, so
we include an extra factor of 1/2. If we consider another
example,
C2 = Re(y I Jr yI Km yK Nm M∗J N ), (3.5)
in SARAH we would generate the set of particles
{ I , J , φr }, {K , I , φm}, { J , K , φm} (3.6)
and thus
C2 → Re
[
yψ
I
L ,ψ
J
R ,r yψ IL ,ψKR ,m
yψ
K
R ,ψ
N
L ,m
+ yψ IR ,ψ JL ,r ym
ψ IR ,ψ
K
L
y
ψKL ,ψ
N
R
m
]
MJ
→ −Re[c∗R(I, J, r)c∗L(K , I,m)c∗R(J, K ,m)
+ cL(I, J, r)cR(K , I,m)cL(J, K ,m)
]
MJ
= −Re[cR(I, J, r)cL (K , I,m)cR(J, K ,m)
+ cL(I, J, r)cR(K , I,m)cL(J, K ,m)
]
MJ . (3.7)
The above show that it is straightforward to translate the two-
component results into expressions in SARAH
Re
⎡
⎣
⎡
⎣
m∏
i=1
y Ii Ji si
n∏
j=1
yI j J j s j
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
p∏
k=1
MIk Jk
⎤
⎦
⎤
⎦
→
(
1
2
)M
(−1)m+nRe
⎡
⎣
m∏
i=1
cL (Ii , Ji , si )
n∏
j=1
cR(I j , J j , s j )
+
m∏
i=1
cR(Ii , Ji , si )
n∏
j=1
cL (I j , J j , s j )
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
p∏
k=1
MIk
⎤
⎦ (3.8)
where M = 1 for Majorana fermions and zero otherwise.
A final point regarding the translation into a basis of real
and complex scalars is that the new routines assume that
there is a unique way of constructing a gauge- and global
symmetry-invariant coupling λi jk from complex scalars
other than the complex conjugate of the whole coupling; i.e.
if λi jk is permitted for given complex i, j, k then λi jk is not.
This is evidently true—if both are permitted then we can
generate a holomorphic mass term at one loop which vio-
lates the premise. However, it is important in that we cannot
write gauge singlets as complex scalars if they have cou-
plings violating the above condition, no matter how small the
couplings—for example for sneutrinos in see-saw models.
3.2 How to use the new routines
To study a model with SARAH the general procedure is as
follows: the user should download and run SARAH with the
required model. SARAH derives all analytical expressions for
mass matrices, vertices, renormalisation group equations and
loop corrections and exports this information into Fortran
source code. TheFortran source code is compiled together
with SPheno and all numerical calculations are then per-
formed by the new SPheno module. This includes a calcu-
lation of the entire mass spectrum, branching ratios as well
as flavour and other precision observables [64]. For the mass
spectrum all one-loop corrections to any particle are included
in a diagrammatic way [21]. For a supersymmetric model
there are now in addition three options to get two-loop cor-
rections in the Higgs sector. The first two are based on the
effective potential approach presented in Ref. [61], while the
new routines are called by the (now default) third option.
A step-by-step description to obtain a spectrum generator
for an arbitrary model$MODEL implemented inSARAH reads
as follows:
1. Download the most recent SARAH and SPheno versions
into a directory $PATH. Both packages are located at
HepForge:
http://sarah.hepforge.org/
http://spheno.hepforge.org/
2. Enter the directory and extract both codes
> cd $PATH
> tar -xf SARAH-4.5.0.tar.gz
> tar -xf SPheno-3.3.6.tar.gz
3. Start Mathematica, load SARAH, run $MODEL, and
generated the SPheno output
<< $PATH/SARAH-4.5.0/SARAH.m;
Start["$MODEL"];
MakeSPheno[];
4. Leave Mathematica, enter the SPheno directory and
create a new sub-directory for your model
> cd $PATH/SPheno-3.3.6
> mkdir $MODEL
> cp $PATH/SARAH-4.5.0/Output/$MODEL/
EWSB/
SPheno/
* $MODEL
5. Compile SPheno together with the new module
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> make Model=$MODEL
After these steps a new binary bin/SPheno$MODEL is
available. To run it an input file in the Les Houches format
is needed. SARAH writes a template for that file which has
to be filled with numbers. To enable the new functions for a
calculation of the two-loop Higgs masses based on our new
loop functions the following flags have to be set:
Block SPhenoInput #
...
7 0 # Skip two-loop masses: True/False
8 3 # Choose two-loop method
9 1 # Gaugeless limit: True/False
8 -> 3 chooses the new approach to calculate the loop
corrections. The other options for flag 8 would correspond
the effective potential calculations based on SARAH (8->1
for a fully numerical derivation, 8->2 for a semi-analytical
derivation). Also some hard-coded corrections are available
which are based on results in the literature: 8->8 uses the
known αS(αb + αt ) corrections for the MSSM, NMSSM,
TMSSM or any variant thereof with up to four neutral CP-
even Higgs fields and including models with Dirac gauginos
[65]. 8->9 uses the corrections of option 8 and adds the
two-loop MSSM (αt +αb +ατ )2 results based on Refs. [35–
37,40,41]. Note that the last two options are not included by
default in the SPheno output of SARAH. To include them,
the user must make sure to include in the SPheno.m of the
considered model
Use2LoopFromLiterature = True;
Finally, SPheno is executed by
> ./bin/SPheno$MODEL $MODEL/LesHouches.
in.
$MODEL
and the output is written to
SPheno.spc.$MODEL
3.3 Validation
We have intensively used the SPheno output to validate our
new two-loop functions, in particular:
• We found a numerical agreement of more than 10 dig-
its between our code and using public routines for
the MSSM based on Refs. [35–37,40,41] for the self-
energies. In order to perform this validation, it is neces-
sary to use the same assumptions: turn off the first and
second generation Yukawa couplings; take the Goldstone
boson and light Higgs masses in the loops to be zero, and
set the tree-level mixing angle of the neutral CP-even
scalars to α = β − π/2.
The excellent agreement between all four possibilities to
calculate the two-loop Higgs masses in the CMSSM is
also shown in Fig. 5. The parameter point used here is
the same as in [61],
M0 = M1/2 = 1 TeV, A0 = −2 TeV,
tan β = 10, sgn(μ) = 1. (3.9)
Fig. 5 Comparison between
the diagrammatic calculation of
the two-loop Higgs masses with
SARAH/SPheno presented here
(diag: diagrammatical) with
the effective potential
calculation of Ref. [61] (p-num
purely numerical, semi
semi-analytical), and with the
routines based on
Refs. [35–37,40,41] (ref
reference). The fixed parameters
are those in Eq. (3.9)
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• Similarly, we found full agreement with available results
for the αs(αb + αt ) corrections in the NMSSM [20] and
for Dirac gauginos [65].
• We compared the full two-loop corrections, i.e. also
including corrections not involving the strong interaction,
for the NMSSM, models with Dirac gauginos as well as
for the B-L-SSM [66] against the results using the other
two options based on a completely independent imple-
mentation in SARAH presented in Ref. [61]. We usually
found very good agreement. Tiny differences were based
on numerical artefacts in the routines using the effective
potential ansatz. Similarly, we could reproduce the results
of Ref. [67] for the two-loop contributions to the Higgs
mass stemming from R-parity violating couplings.
The new routines of course provide better stability. For exam-
ple, in the routines based on numerically taking the deriva-
tives of the potential, it is necessary to take care with the
initial step size; if there are neutral scalars which have small
expectation values then the results from those methods could
become inaccurate—this problem occurs in general for any
neutral scalar having expectation value vi  MSUSY. Less
significantly, the numerical method can suffer from (small)
errors when there are small couplings present, such that they
do not induce a sufficient shift in particle masses or cou-
plings upon variation of the Higgs vevs to accurately take
the derivative. Hence, it is very important to have two inde-
pendent implementations of generic two-loop Higgs mass
calculations in SARAH/SPheno: this is the only possibility
to cross check results for models beyond the (N)MSSM at
the moment. Thus, we highly urge users to test all options for
the model under consideration and to compare the results.
4 Summary
We have presented the derivation of a new set of expressions
for calculation of the tadpoles and self-energies at the two-
loop level. These expressions include all generic diagrams
which do not vanish in the gaugeless limit and are valid in
the limit of zero external momenta. This set of loop functions
is simpler than the set of expressions obtained by taking the
limit p2 → 0 in the pole mass functions available in the lit-
erature so far. This allows for a rapid numerical evaluation
of the Higgs mass. We have implemented these functions in
Fortran and included them in the new version of SARAH
4.5.0. This provides the possibility to automatically cal-
culate the Higgs mass in a wide range of supersymmetric
models with a guaranteed numerical accuracy and stability.
The obtained precision for the Higgs mass is comparable with
the one dedicated spectrum generators have provided so far
for the MSSM, and they can now be applied to the study of
a wide variety of models.
Aside from accuracy and stability, one of the principal
advantages of this approach is that it is readily extendable.
It would be straightforward to extend the calculation to non-
zero momentum by changing the functions in the code and
linking with the library TSIL. On the other hand, including
the electroweak contributions should be possible by applying
these techniques to the full effective potential; we presented
the expressions in this case for the tadpoles in the appendix,
but the second derivatives are currently unknown—as are
the full set of equivalent expressions in the diagrammatic
approach. Furthermore, to truly reach the full two-loop pre-
cision we would require the two-loop shift in the Z -mass
that determines the electroweak expectation value. We hope
to return to these issues in the future.
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Appendix A: Loop functions
The pole masses are constructed from various one- and two-
loop functions which are defined in Ref. [57]. However, for
the purposes of calculating the effective potential these can
be reduced to combinations of standard expressions involv-
ing just the usual functions I and J. Here we compile this
dictionary. We stick closely to the notation of Ref. [57] and
make often use of results presented there. Note that we use
the standard notation
lnx ≡ log x
Q2
(A.1)
where Q is the renormalisation scale.
A.1: One-loop functions
At the one-loop level only two functions are needed:
A(x) ≡ lim

→0[A(x) + x/
] = x(lnx − 1),
B(x, y) ≡ lim

→0[B(x, y) − 1/
]
= −
∫ 1
0
dt ln[t x + (1 − t)y − t (1 − t)s] (A.2)
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Clearly, we find the following relation to J (x), which is
widely used at two loops (recall C ≡ 16π2μ2
(2π)−d ):
A(x) = J (x), A(x) = J(x) = J (x) − x


, (A.3)
B(x, y) −→
p2→0
C
∫
ddk
1
(k2+x)(k2+y) =
1
y−x (J(x)−J(y)),
B(x, y) −→
p2→0
1
y − x (J (x) − J (y)) ≡ B0(x, y), (A.4)
where we have introduced the subscript to denote that the
external momentum is zero. Let us also denote for future use
C0(x, y, z) ≡ B0(x, z) − B0(x, y)
y − z , (A.5)
which is actually symmetric on all three indices.
A.2: Two-loop functions
At the two-loop level we make use of the following set of
functions:
J (x, y) ≡ J (x)J (y), (A.6)
S0(x, y, z) = I (x, y, z), (A.7)
T0(x, y, z) = − ∂
∂x
I (x, y, z), (A.8)
U0(x, y, z, u) = 1
y − x (I (x, z, u) − I (y, z, u)), (A.9)
V0(x, y, z, u) = − ∂
∂y
U0(x, y, z, u), (A.10)
T 0(x, y) = lim
δ→0[T0(δ, x, y) + B0(x, y)lnδ] (A.11)
together with
M(x, y, z, u, v) → C2
∫
ddk
×
∫
ddq
1
(k2 + x)(q2 + y)(k2+z)(q2+u)((k − q)2+v)
= 1
(u−y) (U(x, z, y, v)−U(x, z, u, v)),
M0(x, y, z, u, v)= 1
(u − y) (U0(x, z, y, v)−U0(x, z, u, v)).
(A.12)
These functions have to following properties: (i) I (x, y, z) is
symmetric in all arguments; (ii) T0(x, y, z) is symmetric in
the last two arguments; (iii) U0(x, y, z, u) is invariant under
the exchange z ↔ u and x ← y; (iv) M0(x, y, z, u, v) is
invariant under the interchanges (x, z) ↔ (y, u), (x, y) ↔
(z, u), and (x, y) ↔ (u, z).
An explicit expression for I (x, y, z) is for instance given
by [55]
I (x, y, z) = 1
2
(x − y − z)lnylnz + 1
2
(y − x − z)lnx lnz
+ 1
2
(z − x − y)lnx lny
+ 2x lnx + 2ylny + 2zlnz − 5
2
(x + y + z)
− 1
2
ξ(x, y, z) (A.13)
with
ξ(x, y, z) = R
[
2 ln[(z + x − y − R)/2z] ln
× [(z + y − x − R)/2z] − ln x
z
ln
y
z
− 2Li2[(z + x − y − R)/2z]
− 2Li2[(z + y − x − R)/2z] + π
2
3
]
, (A.14)
R =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz. (A.15)
Note that x, y ≤ z has been assumed here.
A.3: Relations required for the pole functions
The above loop functions are used as a basis for the various
loop functions. However, we also find additional combina-
tions such as
VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v)= 1
y−z (U0(x, y, u, v)−U0(x, z, u, v))
∼ − 1
(k2+x)(k2+y)(k2 + z)
× 1
(q2 + u)((q + k)2 + v) . (A.16)
We should compare this to
V (x, y, z, u) ∼ 1
(k2 + x)(k2 + y)2
1
(q2 + u)((q + k)2 + v) .
(A.17)
Hence we can write VSSSSS(x, y, y, u, v) = −V (x, y, z, u)
and remember that VSSSSS is symmetric on its first three
entries.
A.4: Simplified loop functions
For the amplitudes with one or more massless (and possibly
identical) fields we find simplified expressions for the loop
integrals, some of which are collected below.
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I (x, y, 0) = 1
2
(−5x − 5y + (−x + y)ln2x + 4ylny
+ lnx(4x − 2ylny) − 2(x − y)Li2(1 − y/x)),
(A.18)
I (x, x, 0) = x(−5 + 4lnx − ln2x), (A.19)
I (x, 0, 0) = −1
2
x(lnx)2 + 2x lnx − 5
2
x − π
2
6
x, (A.20)
B0(x, x) = −lnx (A.21)
It is also sometimes necessary to consider the case of
small mass splittings. The results for I (δ, x, y), I (δ, x, x),
I (δ, δ′, x) in the limits δ → 0, δ′ → 0 can be found in
Ref. [55] and we do not repeat them here.
Appendix B: Second derivatives of the effective potential
In this appendix we present the results for the second deriva-
tives of the effective potential. Largely these are identical to
those in [56] with the external momentum set to zero, but for
the sake of completeness we repeat the full set here. How-
ever, certain expressions become much simpler in this limit,
notably some complicated functions involving both fermion
and scalar propagators, and those involving gauge bosons.
The full contribution is
i j = Si j + SF(W )i j + SF4(M)i j + S2 F3(M)i j
+ S3F2(V )i j + SF4(V )i j + SVi j + FVi j . (B.1)
B.1: Diagrams with only scalar propagators
The first contribution, including only scalar propagators,
comprises the eight diagrams shown in Fig. 3. These are
unchanged from [56] and are given by
Si j =
1
4
λi jklλkmnλlmnWSSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m,m
2
n)
+ 1
4
λi jklλklmm XSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m)
+ 1
2
λiklλ jkmλlmnnYSSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m,m
2
n)
+ 1
4
λiklλ jmnλklmn ZSSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m,m
2
n)
+ 1
6
λiklmλ jklm SSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m)
+ 1
2
(λiklλ jkmn + λ jklλikmn)
× λlmnUSSSS(m2k,m2l ,m2m,m2n)
+ 1
2
λiklλ jkmλlnpλmnpVSSSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m,m
2
n,m
2
p)
+ 1
2
λikmλ jlnλklpλmnpMSSSSS(m
2
k,m
2
l ,m
2
m,m
2
n,m
2
p).
(B.2)
Here the loop integral functions are given by
WSSSS(x, y, z, u) = U0(x, y, z, u), (B.3)
XSSS(x, y, z) = −J (z)B0(x, y), (B.4)
YSSSS(x, y, z, u) = J (u)C0(x, y, z), (B.5)
ZSSSS(x, y, z, u) = B0(x, y)B0(z, u), (B.6)
SSSS(x, y, z) = −I (x, y, z), (B.7)
USSSS(x, y, z, u) = U0(x, y, z, u), (B.8)
VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v) = [U0(x, y, u, v)
− U0(x, z, u, v)]/(y − z), (B.9)
MSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v) = −M0(x, y, z, u, v). (B.10)
In the case that y = z, we have the simplification
VSSSSS(x, y, y, u, v) = − V (x, y, u, v). (B.11)
It should be noted (for example, for the purposes of eval-
uating the colour factors) that topologies XSSS,YSSS, ZSSS
arise from differentiating V (2)SS (and hence the tadpole TSS)
while the others arise from differentiating V (2)SSS (and hence
the tadpoles TSSS and TSSSS).
B.2: Diagrams with scalar and fermion propagators
The contributions from diagrams with the topology W are

SF(W )
i j =
1
2
λi jklRe
[
yMNk yM
′N ′l MMM ′ MN N ′
]
× WSSFF (m2k,m2l ,m2M ,m2N )
+ 1
2
λi jkl yMNk yMNl
× WSSFF (m2k,m2l ,m2M ,m2N ), (B.12)
where we can slightly simplify the loop functions:
WSSFF (x, y, z, u) = −2WSSSS(x, y, z, u), (B.13)
WSSFF (x, y, z, u) = −(z + u − y)U0(x, y, z, u)
− I (x, z, u) + B0(x, y)(J (z) + J (u)).
(B.14)
The contributions from the diagrams of the topology M with
four fermions are

SF4(M)
i j = Re
[
yK Mi yLN j yK
′L ′ p yM
′N ′ p
× MK K ′ MLL ′ MMM ′ MN N ′
]
× MFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
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+ 2Re[yK Mi yLN j yK L ′ p yM ′NpMLL ′ MMM ′
]
× MFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ Re[(yK Mi yLN j + yK Mj yLNi
)
× yK L ′ p yMN ′ pMLL ′ MN N ′
]
× MFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ 2Re[yK Mi yLN j yK Lp yM ′N ′ pMMM ′ MN N ′
]
× MFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ Re[yK Mi yLN j yK Lp yMNp
]
× MFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p), (B.15)
where
MFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = 2M0(x, y, z, u, v), (B.16)
MFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = (y + z − v)M0(x, y, z, u, v)
− U0(x, z, u, v) − U0(u, y, x, v)
+ B0(x, z)B0(y, u), (B.17)
MFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = (x + z)M0(x, y, z, u, v)
− U0(y, u, z, v) − U0(u, y, x, v), (B.18)
MFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = (x + y − v)M0(x, y, z, u, v)
− U0(x, z, u, v) − U0(y, u, z, v)
+ B0(x, z)B0(y, u) (B.19)
MFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = (xu + yz)M0(x, y, z, u, v)
− xU0(z, x, y, v) − zU0(x, z, u, v)
− uU0(y, u, z, v) − yU0(u, y, x, v)
+ I (x, u, v) + I (y, z, v). (B.20)
The results from the diagrams of the topology M with three
fermions are

S2 F3(M)
i j = λikm
(
Re
[
yLN j yL
′Pk yN
′P ′m MLL ′ MN N ′ MPP ′
]
× MSFSFF (m2k,m2L ,m2m,m2N ,m2P )
+ 2Re[yLN j yLPk yN ′Pm MN N ′
]
× MSFSFF (m2k,m2L ,m2m,m2N ,m2P )
+ Re[yLN j yLPk yN P ′m MPP ′
]
× MSFSFF (m2k,m2L ,m2m,m2N ,m2P )
)
+(i ↔ j),
(B.21)
where
MSFSFF (x, y, z, u, v) = 2M0(x, y, z, u, v), (B.22)
MSFSFF (x, y, z, u, v) = (v − x + y)M0(x, y, z, u, v)
+ U0(y, u, z, v) − U0(x, z, u, v)
− B0(x, z)B0(y, u) (B.23)
MSFSFF (x, y, z, u, v) = (y + u)M0(x, y, z, u, v)
− U0(x, z, u, v) − U0(z, x, y, v). (B.24)
The contributions from the diagrams of the topology V , with
three scalars and two fermions are

S3F2(V )
i j = λiklλ jkm
(
Re
[
yN Pl yN
′P ′m MN N ′ MPP ′
]
× VSSSFF (m2k,m2l ,m2m,m2N ,m2P )
+ Re[yN Pl yN Pm
]
× VSSSFF (m2k,m2l ,m2m,m2N ,m2P )
)
, (B.25)
where
VSSSFF (x, y, z, u, v) = −2VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v), (B.26)
VSSSFF (x, y, z, u, v) = U0(x, y, u, v)
+ (z − u − v)VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v)
− (J (u) + J (v))C0(x, y, z).
(B.27)
The results from the diagrams of the topology V with four
fermions are

SF4(V )
i j = 2Re
[
yK Li yK
′Mj yL
′Np yM
′N ′ pMK K ′ MLL ′ MMM ′ MN N ′
]
× VFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ 2Re[(yK Li yK ′Mj + yK L j yK ′Mi )
× yLNp yM ′NpMK K ′ MMM ′
]
× VFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ 2Re[yK Li yK ′Mj yLNp yMN ′ pMK K ′ MN N ′
]
× VFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ 2Re[yK Li yK M j yL ′Np yM ′NpMLL ′ MMM ′
]
× VFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ 2Re[(yK Li yK M j + yK L j yK Mi
)
× yLNp yM ′N ′ pMMM ′ MN N ′
]
× VFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p)
+ 2Re[yK Li yK M j yLNp yMNp
]
× VFFFFS(m2K ,m2L ,m2M ,m2N ,m2p), (B.28)
where
VFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = −2VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v), (B.29)
VFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = −U0(x, y, u, v)
+ (v − z − u)VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v)
− (J (v) − J (u))C0(x, y, z), (B.30)
VFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = −2U0(x, y, u, v)
− 2zVSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v), (B.31)
VFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = f (2,0,0)FFS (x, y, z; u, v), (B.32)
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VFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = −U0(x, y, u, v)
− U0(y, z, u, v) − (x + z)
× VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v), (B.33)
VFFFFS(x, y, z, u, v) = f (1,0,0)FFS (y, z, u; v)
+ x f (2,0,0)FFS (x, y, z, u; v). (B.34)
These represent significant simplifications over the full pole
contributions. To recapitulate,
f (1,0,0)FFS (x, y, u; v) ≡ B0(x, y)(J (v) − J (u))
+ I (x, u, v) − (y + u − v)
× U0(x, y, u, v)
f (2,0,0)FFS (x, y, z, u; v) ≡ C0(x, y, z)(J (u) − J (v))
− U0(x, z, u, v) − (y + u − v)
× VSSSSS(x, y, z, u, v). (B.35)
Note that f (2,0,0)FFS is symmetric on its first three indices.
B.3: Diagrams with one vector propagator
For self-energies of neutral scalars where all gauge groups
are unbroken, the diagrams involving one vector propagator
are particularly simple.
B.3.1: Diagrams with scalars
We have for diagrams involving scalars
SVi j =
1
2
g2d(i)C(i)
[
λi jkkWSSSV (m
2
k,m
2
k,m
2
k, 0)
+ λiklλ jklGSS(m2k,m2l )
]
. (B.36)
In [56] the functions are given as (setting the external momen-
tum to zero)
WSSSV (x, x, x, 0) ≡ 3I (x, x, 0) − J (x) + 2x, (B.37)
GSS(x, y) ≡ 4yV (x, y, y, 0) + 4xV (y, x, x, 0)
− 2U0(x, y, y, 0) − 2U0(y, x, x, 0)
− 2J (y)B0(x, y′) − 2J (x)B0(y, x ′)
+ 2(x + y)M(x, x, y, y, 0)
− 2U0(x, y, y, 0)
− 2U0(y, x, x, 0) + B0(x, y)2. (B.38)
However, the expression for GSS greatly simplifies, as we
could see by taking the derivative of (2.39):
GSS(x, y) = 2
[ − U0(m2i ,m2k,m2k, 0)−U0(m2m,m2i ,m2i , 0)
+ B0(m2i ,m2k) + 2)
]
= −12+ 11(x lnx − ylny) − 3(x ln
2
x − yln2y)
x − y ,
(B.39)
GSS(x, x) = −1 + 5lnx − 3ln2x . (B.40)
B.3.2: Diagrams with fermions
For the diagrams involving fermions we obtain
FVi j = g2d(K )C(K )
[
Re(yiK L y jK L)GFF (m
2
K ,m
2
L)
+ Re(yiK L y jK ′L ′ MK K ′ MLL ′)GFF (m2K ,m2L)
]
.
(B.41)
Here we have the simpler expressions
GFF (x, y) ≡ 2(x + y)[3U0(x, y, x, 0) + 3U0(x, y, y, 0)
− 5B0(x, y)] − 6I (x, x, 0) − 6I (y, y, 0)
+ 10J (x) + 10J (y) − 16(x + y)
+ δMS4
[
J (x) + J (y) − (x + y)B0(x, y)
]
GFF (x, y) ≡ 4(3U0(x, y, x, 0) + 3U0(x, y, y, 0)
− 5B0(x, y) − 4)
− δMS4
[
1 + 2B0(x, y)
]
. (B.42)
Appendix C: Derivatives of effective potential
with massive vectors
In this appendix we shall present the full results for the tad-
poles including the possibility of massive gauge bosons. To
this end, instead of parametrising the gauge interactions via
covariant derivatives, we shall instead use the notation of [55]
and supplement our interactions (2.2) with
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LSV = −gai j Aμa φi∂μφ j −
1
4
gabi j Aμa Aμbφiφ j
− 1
2
gabi Aμa Aμbφi , (C.1)
LFV = gaJI Aμa ψ†IσμψJ (C.2)
with repeated indices summed over, and metric signature
(− + ++).
C.1: Effective potential
The full two-loop effective potential in the Landau gauge was
given in Ref. [55]:
V (2)SSS =
1
12
(λi jk)2 fSSS(m
2
i ,m
2
j ,m
2
k), (C.3)
V (2)SS =
1
8
λi i j j fSS(m
2
i ,m
2
j ), (C.4)
V (2)FFS =
1
2
|y I Jk |2 fFFS(m2I ,m2J ,m2k), (C.5)
V (2)
FFS
= 1
4
y I Jk y I
′ J ′k M∗I I ′ M
∗
J J ′ fFFS(m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
k) + c.c.,
(C.6)
V (2)SSV =
1
4
(gai j )2 fSSV (m
2
i ,m
2
j ,m
2
a), (C.7)
V (2)V S =
1
4
gaaii FV S(m
2
a,m
2
i ), (C.8)
V (2)V V S =
1
4
(gabi )2 fV V S(m
2
a,m
2
b,m
2
i ), (C.9)
V (2)FFV =
1
2
|gaJI |2 fFFV (m2I ,m2J ,m2a), (C.10)
V (2)
FFV
= 1
2
gaJI g
aJ ′
I ′ M
I I ′ M∗J J ′ fFFV (m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
a), (C.11)
V (2)gauge =
1
12
(gabc)2 fgauge(m
2
a,m
2
b,m
2
c). (C.12)
The modified loop functions are
DR
′
MS
fSSV
1
z
[
− (x, y, z)I (x, y, z) + (x − y)2 I (0, x, y)
+(y − x − z)J (x, z) + (x − y − z)J (y, z) + z J (x, y)
]
0
+2(x + y − z/3)J (z)
fV S 3J (x, y) 2x J (y)
fV V S
1
4xy
[
(−(x, y, z) − 12xy)I (x, y, z)
+(x − z)2 I (0, x, z) + (y − x)2 I (0, y, z) − z2 I (0, 0, z) 2J (z) − x − y − z
+(z − x − y)J (x, y) + y J (x, z) + x J (y, z)]
+ 12 J (x) + 12 J (y)
fFFV
1
z
[
((x, y, z) − 3z2 + 3xz + 3yz))I (x, y, z) − (x − y)2 I (0, x, y)
+(x − y − 2z)J (x, z) + (y − x − 2z)J (y, z) + 2z J (x, y)] −2x J (x) − 2y J (y) + (x + y)2 − z2
+2(−x − y + z/3)J (z)
fFFV 6I (x, y, z) 2(x + y + z) − 4J (x) − 4J (y)
fgauge
1
4xyz
{
(−x4 − 8x3y − 8x3z + 32x2yz + 18y2z2)I (x, y, z)
+(y − z)2(y2 + 10yz + z2)I (0, y, z) + x2(2yz − x2)I (0, 0, x)
+(x2 − 9y2 − 9z2 + 9xy + 9xz + 14yz)x J (y, z) x2 + 12yz + 2x J (x)
+(22y + 22z − 40x/3)xyz J (x)
}
+ (x ↔ y) + (x ↔ z) +(x ↔ y) + (x ↔ z)
where (x, y, z) ≡ x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy − 2xz − 2yz and it
is understood that f MSα = f DR
′
α + MS .
C.2: Tadpoles
Clearly our results for the derivatives involving no vectors
given in the text are unchanged. However, for all others we
will have to apply our procedure to the more complicated
loop functions and also the derivatives of the scalar masses
and couplings. In fact, of the new couplings only gabi has a
non-trivial derivative, so we require
m2ab(S)δ
μν = − ∂
2L
∂ Aaμ∂ A
a
ν
m2ab(S) = m2aδab + gabi Si +
1
2
gabi j Si S j
gabi (S) = gabi + gabi j S j , (C.13)
and therefore
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∂
∂Sr
gabi = gabir , ∂
∂Sr
m2ab(S) = gabr (S). (C.14)
In the following we define
f (1,0,0)α (x, u; y, z) ≡
fα(x, y, z) − fα(u, y, z)
x − u ,
f (0,0,1)α (x, y; z, u) ≡
fα(x, y, z) − fα(x, y, u)
z − u , (C.15)
i.e. we can give the loop functions used for the tadpoles in
terms of those in the effective potential. In general these can
be simplified, in particular to allow the smooth limit u → x to
be taken, but we postpone that to future work where we shall
also treat the second derivatives. Here we simply present the
full set of tadpole diagrams, modifying (2.30):
∂V (2)
∂S0p
= R0rp[TS + TSSFF + TFFFS + TSSV + TV S
+ TV V S + TFFV + TFFV + Tgauge] (C.16)
where TS, TSSFF , TFFFS are as given in the body of the paper
and
TSSV = 1
2
gai j gak jλikr f (1,0,0)SSV (m
2
i ,m
2
k;m2j ,m2a)
+ 1
4
gai j gbi j gabr f (0,0,1)SSV (m
2
i ,m
2
j ;m2a,m2b), (C.17)
TSSV = 1
4
gabii gabr f (1,0)V S (m
2
a,m
2
b;m2i )
+ 1
4
gaaikλikr f (0,1)V S (m
2
a;m2i ,m2k), (C.18)
TV V S = 1
2
gabi gcbi gacr f (1,0,0)V V S (m
2
a,m
2
c;m2b,m2i )
+ 1
4
gabi gabjλi jr f (0,0,1)V V S (m
2
a,m
2
b;m2i ,m2j ), (C.19)
TFFV = 2gaJI gKbJ Re(MK I ′ y I
′ I r ) f (1,0,0)FFV (m
2
I ,m
2
K ;m2J ,m2a)
+ 1
2
gaJI g
I
bJ g
abr f (0,0,1)FFV (m
2
I ,m
2
J ;m2a,m2b), (C.20)
TFFV = gaJI gaJ
′
I ′ Re(y
I I ′r M∗J J ′)
[
fFFV (m
2
I ,m
2
J ,m
2
a)
+ M2I f (1,0,0)FFV (m2I ,m2I ′ ;m2J ,m2a)
]
+ gaJI gaJ
′
I ′ Re(M
I K ′ MK I
′
M∗J J ′ yK K ′r )
× f (1,0,0)
FFV
(m2I ,m
2
I ′ ;m2J ,m2a)
+ 1
2
gaJI g
bJ ′
I ′ g
abr M I I
′
M∗J J ′
× f (0,0,1)
FFV
(m2I ,m
2
J ;m2a,m2b), (C.21)
Tgauge = 1
4
gabcgdbcgadr f (1,0,0)gauge (m
2
a,m
2
d ;m2b,m2c). (C.22)
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